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STRONG CLASSIFICATION OF PURELY INFINITE
CUNTZ-KRIEGER ALGEBRAS
TOKE MEIER CARLSEN, GUNNAR RESTORFF, AND EFREN RUIZ
Abstract. In 2006, Restorff completed the classification of all Cuntz-Krieger algebras
with finitely many ideals (i.e., those that are purely infinite) up to stable isomorphism.
He left open the questions concerning strong classification up to stable isomorphism
and unital classification. In this paper, we address both questions. We show that
any isomorphism between the reduced filtered K-theory of two Cuntz-Krieger algebras
with finitely many ideals lifts to a ∗-isomorphism between the stabilized Cuntz-Krieger
algebras. As a result, we also obtain strong unital classification.
1. Introduction
Historically there has been a lot of connection between classification of shifts of finite
type, classification of Cuntz-Krieger algebras and classification of more general C∗-al-
gebras. Franks made a successful classification of irreducible shifts of finite type up to
flow equivalence ([Fra84]), which Rørdam used to classify simple, purely infinite Cuntz-
Krieger algebras ([Rør95]) using a trick of Cuntz. This was shortly after generalized by
Kirchberg-Phillips to a strong classification of simple, nuclear, purely infinite C∗-algebras
in the UCT-class, i.e., allowing for lifting of isomorphisms on the invariant level to the
algebra level (cf. [Phi00, Kir00]). Huang classified shifts of finite type with finite Bowen-
Franks groups up to flow equivalence and used this to classify Cuntz-Krieger algebras
with finiteK0-groups ([Hua95]). Huang also classified two component shifts of finite type
up to flow equivalence and used this to classify Cuntz-Krieger algebras with exactly one
ideal ([Hua94, Hua96]). This was generalized by Rørdam to essential extensions of stable,
simple, nuclear, purely infinite C∗-algebras in the UCT-class ([Rør97]). Eilers-Restorff
and Restorff-Ruiz ([ER06, RR07]) generalized this to cover classification for all essential
extensions of simple, nuclear, purely infinite C∗-algebras in the UCT-class using results
of Kirchberg and Bonkat ([Kir00, Bon04]) — allowing for strong classification in the
unital and the stable cases. The work in [ER06, RR07, ERR13c] shows that for properly
infinite C∗-algebras (or for C∗-algebras with stable weak cancellation), the key to solving
the unital classification problem is to get a strong classification for the stable case.
Finally, Boyle and Huang classified general shifts of finite type up to flow equivalence
([Boy02, BH03]). Using this, Restorff classified all purely infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebras
up to stable isomorphism — with the problems of strong classification and unital clas-
sification left as open questions in the addendum ([Res06, Questions 1 and 3]). These
questions will be answered in this paper.
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Restorff, Meyer-Nest, Bentmann-Köhler have shown that stable, nuclear, purely infi-
nite C∗-algebras in the UCT-class with finite ideal lattice are classified by their filtered
K-theory if and only if their primitive ideal spaces are so-called accordion spaces — and
when there is classification, it is a strong classification ([Res08, MN12, BK11]). In con-
trast, all finite ideal spaces appear as the ideal space of Cuntz-Krieger algebras. Arklint-
Restorff-Ruiz ([ARR14]) showed that there are purely infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebras
with four primitive ideals for which there are automorphisms of the filtered K-theory
that cannot be lifted to the stabilized algebra, while the work of Arklint-Restorff-Ruiz
and Arklint-Bentmann-Katsura shows that all Cuntz-Krieger algebras with at most four
primitive ideals are strongly classified by the reduced filtered K-theory — both up to sta-
ble isomorphism and up to unital isomorphism ([ARR14, ABK14b]). This suggests that
the correct invariant to strongly classify Cuntz-Krieger algebras is the reduced filtered
K-theory.
Move equivalence and Cuntz move equivalence of graphs, Cuntz-Krieger algebras and
graph C∗-algebras and their interplay have recently also been important for developing
results about classification of certain nonsimple C∗-algebras that are of mixed kind (e.g.
[ERRS16b, ERRS16a, ERRS16c, ERR13b, ERR13a, ERR09, ET10]) — since we will
only focus on strong classification of purely infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebras, we will not
examine this further here.
In this paper, we will strongly classify all purely infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebras up to
stable isomorphism and up to unital isomorphism using the reduced filtered K-theory
as invariant, together with a way of representing the class of the unit for the unital
classification (thus providing an answer to Question 1 and a positive answer to Question 3
in the addendum in [Res06]). We will do so drawing heavily on results from [Boy02,
BH03, Res06, ERR13c, ERRS16b, ERRS16c] and using graph C∗-algebras instead of
Cuntz-Krieger algebras will be of key importance for the proof. Along the way, we
will therefore show some results in slightly greater generality than strictly needed for
our main theorems — these results will be of great importance in a forthcoming paper
about the geometric classification of general unital graph C∗-algebras ([ERRS16a]).
We also note that Arklint-Bentmann-Katsura have a very nice range result character-
izing the range of the reduced invariant for all purely infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebras —
both with and without the class of the unit ([ABK14a]).
Before we state the main theorems in Section 3, we introduce in Section 2 some no-
tation and definitions needed to state the main results. In Section 3, we state the the
main results of this paper, and we then explain the strategy of the proofs of these re-
sults, and introduce some notation and definitions we use in the proofs. In Section 4,
we strengthen some results of [BH03], and in Section 5, we describe how edge expand-
ing a graph gives rise to stable isomorphism of graph algebras and SLP-equivalence of
corresponding matrices derived from the graphs. In Section 6, we examine how row and
column addition of matrices give rise to stable isomorphism of graph C∗-algebras, and
describe what maps on the reduced filtered K-theory these stable isomorphisms induce.
Finally, in Section 7 we look at how Cuntz splicing a graph gives rise to stable isomor-
phism of graph C∗-algebras and describe what maps on the reduced filtered K-theory
such a stable isomorphism induces, before we give the proofs of the main theorems.
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2. Preliminaries
We now introduce and recall some notation and definitions needed for stating the
main results of this paper. Let A be an n×n matrix with entries in N0, the nonnegative
integers, and let A(i, j) denote the (i, j)’th entry of A. We say that A is nondegenerate
if all its rows and columns are nonzero.
For every nondegenerate n× n matrix A with entries from {0, 1}, the Cuntz-Krieger
algebra, OA, associated with A is the universal (unital) C
∗-algebra generated by n partial
isometries s1, . . . , sn satisfying the relations
1 = s1s
∗
1 + · · ·+ sns
∗
n,
s∗i si =
n∑
j=1
A(i, j)sjs
∗
j , for all i = 1, . . . , n.
It is a well-known fact that Cuntz-Krieger algebras are unital, separable, nuclear C∗-al-
gebras in the UCT-class. In [Cun81], Cuntz defined Condition (II) for a nondegenerate
matrix with entries from {0, 1}. A nondegenerate matrix A with entries from {0, 1}
satisfies Condition (II) if and only if the Cuntz-Krieger algebra OA is purely infinite
if and only if the Cuntz-Krieger algebra OA has finitely many ideals if and only if the
Cuntz-Krieger algebra OA has real rank zero. See [Res06] and the references therein.
For a C∗-algebra A, we let PrimA denote the primitive ideal space equipped with
the usual hull-kernel topology. It is a well-known fact that for every open subset O of
PrimA the set A(O) = ∩((PrimA) \ O) is a (two-sided, closed) ideal of A, and that
this is a lattice isomorphism from the lattice of open subsets of PrimA to the lattice of
ideals of A.
If A has finitely many ideals, then for every subset S of PrimA there exists a smallest
open subset S˜ of PrimA that contains S. For convenience, we will use the notation p˜ for
{˜p}, and note that ∂˜p := p˜\{p} is also open. The following definition is a reformulation
of [Res06, Definition 4.1], the definition can be generalized to C∗-algebras over finite
T0-spaces (see e.g. [ARR12, ABK14b, ERRS16b]).
Definition 2.1. Let A be a C∗-algebra with finitely many ideals. Let
I0(A) =
{
p˜
∣∣ p ∈ PrimA} ∪ {∂˜p ∣∣∣ p ∈ PrimA} ,
C(A) =
{
(p, q) ∈ PrimA× PrimA
∣∣∣ p˜ ( ∂˜q and 6 ∃p′ ∈ PrimA such that p˜ ( p˜′ ⊆ ∂˜q} .
The reduced filtered K-theory of A, FKred(A), consists of PrimA and the families
(K0(A(O)))O∈I0(A), (K0(A(p˜)/A(∂˜p)))p∈PrimA, (K1(A(p˜)/A(∂˜p)))p∈PrimA,
together with the sequences
K1(A(p˜)/A(∂˜p)) // K0(A(∂˜p)) // K0(A(p˜)) // K0(A(p˜)/A(∂˜p))
for every p ∈ PrimA and
K0(p˜) // K0(∂˜q)
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for every pair (p, q) ∈ C(A) originating from the cyclic six term exact sequences induced
by the extensions A(∂˜p) →֒ A(p˜) ։ A(p˜)/A(∂˜p) and A(p˜) →֒ A(∂˜q) ։ A(∂˜q)/A(p˜),
respectively.
Let B be another C∗-algebra with finitely many ideals. By a reduced filtered K-theory
isomorphism (κ, ρ) from FKred(A) to FKred(B) we understand isomorphisms
ρ : PrimA→ PrimB, homeomorphism,
κ0,iO : K0(A(O))→ K0(B(ρ(O))), for O ∈ I0(A),
κ0,qp : K0(A(p˜)/A(∂˜p))→ K0(B(ρ˜(p))/B(∂˜ρ(p))), for p ∈ PrimA,
κ1,qp : K1(A(p˜)/A(∂˜p))→ K1(B(ρ˜(p))/B(∂˜ρ(p))), for p ∈ PrimA,
such that all the ladders coming from sequences in FKred(A) and FKred(B) commute.
It is clear that any ∗-isomorphism Ψ from A to B or from A ⊗ K to B⊗ K induces
in a canonical way an isomorphism from FKred(A) to FKred(B). We denote these by
FKred(Ψ) and FK
s
red(Ψ), respectively.
There is a nice description of the ideal lattice and the K-theory of all subquotients
as well as of the occurring cyclic six-term exact sequences in terms of the underlying
matrix (see [Res06] and the references therein).
Definition 2.2. Let A and B be C∗-algebras with finitely many ideals and having
real rank zero. By [ABK14b, Lemma 8.3], every isomorphism (κ, ρ) from FKred(A) to
FKred(B) induces a unique isomorphism κ0 : K0(A) → K0(B). If A and B are unital,
we say the reduced filtered K-theory isomorphism (κ, ρ) from FKred(A) to FKred(B)
preserves the class of the unit if κ0([1A]0) = [1B]0 inK0(B). We write (FKred(A), [1A]0) ∼=
(FKred(B), [1B]0) whenever such an isomorphism exists.
3. Main results
We now state the two main theorems of the paper. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
are given at the end of Section 7.
Theorem 3.1. Let A and A′ be nondegenerate matrices with entries from {0, 1} satis-
fying Condition (II). For every isomorphism (κ, ρ) from FKred(OA) to FKred(OA′) there
exists a ∗-isomorphism Ψ from OA ⊗K to OA′ ⊗K such that FK
s
red(Ψ) = (κ, ρ).
Theorem 3.2. Let A and A′ be nondegenerate matrices with entries from {0, 1} satis-
fying Condition (II). For every isomorphism (κ, ρ) from FKred(OA) to FKred(OA′) that
preserves the class of the unit, there exists a ∗-isomorphism Ψ from OA to OA′ such that
FKred(Ψ) = (κ, ρ).
We immediately get the following corollary, where the first half of course is already
proved earlier in [Res06].
Corollary 3.3. Let A and A′ be nondegenerate matrices with entries from {0, 1} satis-
fying Condition (II).
Then OA⊗K ∼= OA′⊗K if and only if there exists an isomorphism from FKred(OA) to
FKred(OA′), and, moreover, OA ∼= OA′ if and only if there exists an isomorphism from
FKred(OA) to FKred(OA′) that preserves the class of the unit.
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3.1. Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2
will be carried out in the remaining sections of the paper. The idea of the proof of The-
orem 3.1 is relatively simple. The isomorphism (κ, ρ) is induced by a GLP-equivalence
between A− I and A′ − I. By doing Cuntz-splices on A′ (see Section 7), we can change
this GLP-equivalence into an SLP -equivalence, and by the results of Boyle in [Boy02]
such an SLP-equivalence can be decomposed into a composition of SLP-equivalences
given by elementary matrices. Finally, for each SLP-equivalence given by an elementary
matrix we can construct a stable isomorphism that induces the same map on the fil-
tered K-theory as the SLP-equivalence (see Section 6). Since GLP-equivalences might
take us out of the class of {0, 1} matrices, we work in the rest of the paper with graph
C∗-algebras rather than Cuntz-Krieger algebras. Also for the benefit of later applica-
tions, we prove some results in slightly greater generality than we need — allowing for
singular vertices sometimes. Theorem 3.2 will follow from Theorem 3.1 and [ERR13c,
Theorem 3.3].
3.2. Definitions and notation. We adopt verbatim the definitions and the notation
from [ERRS16b] — in particular Sections 2, 3 and 4. Since all notation needed is defined
and explained in [ERRS16b], we will only recall some of it here, but refer the reader to
that paper for the rest.
Definition 3.4. For a countable graph E = (E0, E1, r, s) (i.e., E0 and E1 are countable
sets), we define its adjacency matrix AE as an E
0 × E0 matrix with the (u, v)’th entry
being ∣∣{e ∈ E1 ∣∣ s(e) = u, r(e) = v}∣∣ .
Since E is countable, AE will be a finite matrix or a countably infinite matrix, and it
will have entries from N0 ⊔ {∞}.
It will be convenient for us to alter the adjacency matrix of a graph in two very specific
ways, removing singular rows and subtracting the identity, so we introduce notation for
this.
Notation 3.5. Let E be a graph and AE its adjacency matrix. The matrix A
•
E will
denote the matrix obtained from AE by removing all rows corresponding to singular
vertices of E. We define BE := AE − I and let B
•
E be BE with the rows corresponding
to singular vertices of E removed.
We will mainly be working with graphs E such that B•E ∈ MP(m × n,Z), BE ∈
M◦P(m× n,Z), BE ∈ M
◦◦
P (m× n,Z), or BE ∈ M
◦◦◦
P (m× n,Z) (see [ERRS16b, Defini-
tion 4.4 and Definition 4.15]). If E is a finite graph with no sinks, then B•E = BE .
Notation 3.6. For an arbitrary unital graph C∗-algebra C∗(E), we will consider a
slightly different definition of reduced filteredK-theory. We refer the reader to [ERRS16b,
Sections 3.3 and 4.3], for the definition of FKR(X ;C
∗(E)) and FKR(P;C
∗(E)), where
X is a finite T0-space and P is a partially ordered set. When E is a finite graph with no
sinks and no sources that satisfies Condition (K) (i.e., C∗(E) is isomorphic to a purely
infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebra), then the two definitions of reduced filtered K-theory are
equivalent.
Remark 3.7. Let E and F be graphs such that B•E and B
•
F are elements inMP(m×n,Z).
Let (U, V ) be a GLP(n,Z)-equivalence or an SLP(n,Z)-equivalence (see [ERRS16b,
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Definition 4.6]) from B•E to B
•
F . As explained in [ERRS16b, Section 4], in the in-
duced isomorphisms on the reduced filtered K-theory, FKR(U, V ) : FKR(P, C
∗(E)) →
FKR(P, C
∗(F )), V T induces the map on K0 and (U
T)−1 induces the map on K1. Also,
we let FKsR(U, V ) denote the canonically induced isomorphism from FKR(P, C
∗(E)⊗K)
to FKR(P, C
∗(F )⊗K).
3.3. Strategy of proof and structure of the paper. The outline of the proof of
Theorem 3.1 is as follows. We emulate the previous proofs that go from filtered K-
theory data to stable isomorphism or flow equivalence, as in [BH03, Boy02, Res06]. A
key component of those proofs is manipulation of the matrix BE, in particular that
we can perform certain basic row and column operations without changing the stable
isomorphism class or the flow equivalence class, depending on the context (cf. [ERRS16c,
Propositions 3.2 and 3.5]). In Section 6, we show how to describe the isomorphisms these
matrix operations induce on the (stabilized) graph C∗-algebras and their reduced filtered
K-theory. In [ERRS16c], it was proved that Cuntz splicing a graph gives a graph whose
C∗-algebra is stably isomorphic to the C∗-algebra of the original graph (generalizing a
result in [Res06]). As we are proving a strong classification result, we will need to know
more about what this stable isomorphism induces on the reduced filtered K-theory. We
deal with this in Section 7. We will also need to increase the size of our matrices using
edge expansion and we keep track of the induced isomorphism on reduced filtered K-
theory. This is done in Section 5. Since the reduced filtered K-theory of C∗(E) contains
more groups than the K-web of BE , we need to strengthen some of the results of [BH03].
This is done in Section 4. Using these results, our proof of Theorem 3.1 goes through 6
steps.
Step 1 First, the homeomorphism ρ from Prim(OA) to Prim(OA′) induces an action as
a C∗-algebra over Prim(OA) on C
∗(OA′). Thus, κ induces an isomorphism from
FKR(Prim(OA),OA) to FKR(Prim(OA),OA′).
Step 2 Secondly, we note that we might as well show the theorem for the graph C∗-al-
gebras C∗(E) and C∗(E ′) instead of the Cuntz-Krieger algebras OA and OA′,
where E and E ′ are finite graphs satisfying Condition (K) with no sinks and no
sources, since every Cuntz-Krieger algebra is isomorphic to such a graph C∗-al-
gebra. The reason is, that it is important to our proof techniques to be able to
work with matrices that are not {0, 1}-matrices, since we will do row and column
operations as mentioned above.
Step 3 Now, we reduce the problem by finding graphs E1 and E
′
1 in a certain standard
form such that we have equivariant isomorphisms from C∗(E)⊗K to C∗(E1)⊗K
and from C∗(E ′) ⊗ K to C∗(E ′1) ⊗ K. This standard form will ensure that the
matrices AE1 and AE′1 have the same size and block structure, and that they
satisfy certain additional technical conditions. This will be done in Lemmas 6.3
and 6.4.
Step 4 In Section 4 we show a result similar to [BH03, Corollary 4.7] that shows that an
isomorphism FKR(P, C
∗(E1)) ∼= FKR(P, C
∗(E ′1)) is induced by aGLP-equivalence
from BE1 to BE′1.
Step 5 We then use the results in Section 7 to find graphs E2, E
′
2 in a certain standard
form such that we have equivariant isomorphisms from C∗(E1)⊗K to C
∗(E2)⊗K
and from C∗(E ′1)⊗ K to C
∗(E ′2) ⊗ K that induce isomorphisms on the reduced
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filtered K-theory that are induced by GLP-equivalences such that the composed
GLP-equivalence from BE2 to BE′2 is in fact an SLP-equivalence.
Step 6 The result will now follow from Proposition 6.1 and [Boy02, Theorem 4.4].
4. Lifting reduced filtered isomorphism to a GLP-equivalence
In [BH03] there are many useful theorems concerning lifting K-web isomorphisms to
GLP-equivalences and SLP-equivalences. Note that all ni’s are assumed to be nonzero in
[BH03]. From [BH03, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5] we get the useful Corollary 4.7 in [BH03],
that allows us to lift K-web isomorphisms to GLP-equivalences provided that the gcd
of each diagonal block is 1. This corollary is easily generalized to also allow for diagonal
blocks with gcdB{i} = gcdB′{i} = 0 (i.e., B{i} and B′{i} are the zero matrices); this
follows easily, since every automorphism of the cokernel of a (square) zero matrix is
GL-allowable (cf. [BH03]).
The reduced filtered K-theory includes more information in general than the K-webs
(every K1-group of every gauge simple subquotient, cf. the discussion in [ERRS16b,
Section 4.4]). Therefore, we will need to strengthen the result [BH03, Corollary 4.7]
even more. First, we generalize [BH03, Theorem 4.4 (and Proposition 4.1)] as follows
(we here only consider the case R = Z).
Theorem 4.1. Let B be an n×n (square) matrix over Z with n ∈ N, and let δ = gcdB.
Let φ be an automorphism of cokB, let ψ be an automorphism of kerB, and let M be
any n× n matrix over Z inducing φ, i.e., φ([x]) = [Mx] for all x ∈ Zn.
Then det(M) ≡ ±1 (mod δ) if and only if there exist n× n invertible (GL) matrices
U and V over Z such that UBV = B and U is inducing φ and V −1 is inducing ψ.
Proof. The only thing that does not follow from [BH03, Theorem 4.4] is that we can
choose the GL-equivalence (U, V ) such that it also induces the right automorphism on
kerB. For this, it is clear that we may assume that B is its own Smith normal form
(just like in the proof of [BH03, Theorem 4.4]). We use [BH03, Theorem 4.4] to get a
GL-equivalence (U, V ′) : B → B that induces φ on cokB. The matrix V ′−1 induces an
automorphism ψ′ of kerB. Now we will find a GL-equivalence (I, V ′′) : B → B that
induces ψ ◦ψ′−1 on kerB — then (U, V ′V ′′) is a GL-equivalence that induces φ on cokB
and ψ on kerB. Now, the automorphism ψ ◦ ψ′−1 on kerB uniquely determines what
V ′′−1 should be on the lower right block matrix (where we write the matrices as 2 × 2
block matrices according to the nonzero respectively zero part of the diagonal of B). Let
V ′′−1 be the block diagonal matrix that has this matrix as lower right block matrix and
the identity as the upper left block matrix. 
Now, we let
Pmin = {i ∈ P | j  i⇒ i = j} .
Using the above result, we get the following stronger version of [BH03, Theorem 4.5]:
Theorem 4.2 (Strengthening of [BH03, Theorem 4.5]). Let n = (ni)i∈P be a multiindex
with ni 6= 0, for all i ∈ P. Suppose B and B
′ are matrices in MP(n,Z) with correspond-
ing diagonal blocks equal, and κ : K(B) → K(B′) is a K-web isomorphism. Suppose
that for each i ∈ Pmin, we have an automorphism ψi : kerB{i} → kerB
′{i}. Then there
exist matrices U, V ∈ GL(n,Z) such that we have a GLP-equivalence (U, V ) : B → B
′
satisfying κ(U,V ) = κ if and only if each of the automorphisms di : cokB{i} → cokB
′{i}
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defined by κ are GL-allowable — moreover, the GLP-equivalence can always be chosen
such that V −1{i} induces ψi for each i ∈ Pmin.
Proof. The only thing that does not follow from [BH03, Theorem 4.5], is that we can
choose the GLP-equivalence (U, V ) such that it also induces the right automorphisms
on kerB{i}, i ∈ Pmin. We choose a GLP-equivalence (U, V
′) according to [BH03, Theo-
rem 4.5], so that it induces the given K-web isomorphism. For each i ∈ Pmin, this gives
an automorphism ψ′i of kerB{i}. Now choose GL-equivalences (I, V
′′
i ) of B{i} according
to the proof of Theorem 4.1 so that V ′′−1i induces ψi ◦ ψ
′−1
i for each i ∈ Pmin. Let V
′′
be the block matrix that is the identity matrix everywhere except that V ′′{i} = V ′′i for
every i ∈ Pmin. It is straightforward to verify that (I, V
′′) is a GLP-equivalence from
B′ to B′, and that (U, V ′V ′′) induces κ and the desired automorphisms on the minimal
components. 
Together with Theorem 4.1 (using [BH03, Proposition 4.1(1)] and the discussion right
after), this gives us the following stronger version of [BH03, Corollary 4.7].
Corollary 4.3 (Strengthening of [BH03, Corollary 4.7]). Let n = (ni)i∈P be a mul-
tiindex with ni 6= 0, for all i ∈ P. Suppose B and B
′ are matrices in MP(n,Z)
with gcdB{i} = gcdB′{i} ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ P. Then for any K-web isomor-
phism κ : K(B) → K(B′) and any family of isomorphisms ψi : kerB{i} → kerB
′{i},
i ∈ Pmin, there exist matrices U, V ∈ GL(n,Z) such that we have a GLP-equivalence
(U, V ) : B → B′ satisfying κ(U,V ) = κ and V
−1{i} induces ψi for each i ∈ Pmin.
This allows us to lift reduced filtered K-theory isomorphisms to GLP-equivalences,
given that the diagonal blocks satisfy the relevant conditions about gcd (cf. [ERRS16b,
Section 4.4]).
5. Edge expansion
In this section we will look at edge expansion, what stable isomorphism between the
resulting graph C∗-algebras it induces, and describe the induced map on the reduced
filtered K-theory in terms of an SLP-equivalence. We need these results to be able to
enlarge our matrices while still keeping track of the induced maps on K-theory — the
results are used in the proof of Lemma 6.4.
The results in [CET12] are important here, and we will recall the notation and results
when needed.
Definition 5.1. Let E = (E0, E1, rE, sE) be a graph and let e0 ∈ E
1. Set v0 = sE(e0).
Let F be the simple expansion graph at e0 defined by
F 0 = E0 ⊔ {v˜0} and F
1 =
(
E1 \ {e0}
)
⊔ {f1, f2}
where sF |E1\{e0} = sE|E1\{e0}, rF |E1\{e0} = rE|E1\{e0}, sF (f1) = v0, rF (f1) = v˜0 = sF (f2),
and rF (f2) = rE(e0).
For a group G and a set I, we let GI denote the direct product over I and let G(I)
denote the direct sum over I.
Let E be a graph. By [CET12, Proposition 3.8], there exists an isomorphism
χE0 : cok
(
(B•E)
T
)
→ K0(C
∗(E))
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given by χE0 (ev) = [pv]0, where ev is the element in Z
(E0) that is 1 at the v’th coordinate
and zero in all other coordinates and ev is the image of ev in cok
(
(B•E)
T
)
. The preimage
of the positive cone of K0(C
∗(E)) is generated by
{ev} ∪
{
ev −
∑
e∈F
er(e)
∣∣∣∣∣ v ∈ E0sing, F ⊆ s−1E (v), F finite
}
.
By [CET12, Proposition 3.8], there exists an isomorphism
χE1 : ker
(
(B•E)
T
)
→ K1(C
∗(E))
given by χE1 (x) = [Ux]1. See the paragraph before [CET12, Fact 3.6] for the definition of
Ux. We will describe (χ
E
1 )
−1. To do this, we recall the proof of [CET12, Proposition 3.8].
Let T (E) be the Toeplitz algebra of E, i.e., T (E) is the universal C∗-algebra generated
by a set of mutually orthogonal projections {qv | v ∈ E
0} and a set {te | e ∈ E
1} of partial
isometries satisfying the relations
• t∗etf = 0 if e, f ∈ E
1 and e 6= f ,
• t∗ete = qr(e) for all e ∈ E
1, and,
• tet
∗
e ≤ qs(e) for all e ∈ E
1.
Whenever we have a set of mutually orthogonal projections {qv | v ∈ E
0} and and a set
of partial isometries {te | e ∈ E
1} in a C∗-algebra satisfying the above relations, then we
call these elements a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger E-family. Note that there exists a canonical
surjective ∗-homomorphism πE : T (E)→ C
∗(E) such that πE(qv) = pv and πE(te) = se
for all v ∈ E0 and e ∈ E1, where {pv, se | v ∈ E
0, e ∈ E1} is a Cuntz-Krieger E-family
generating C∗(E).
As explained in the proof of [CET12, Proposition 3.8], there exist isomorphisms κE
from K0(ker(πE)) to Z
(E0reg) and λE from K0(T (E)) to Z
(E0) such that the diagram
0 // K1(C
∗(E))
∂E1 // K0(ker(πE))
κE

(ιE)∗
// K0(T (E))
(πE)∗
//
λE

K0(C
∗(E)) // 0
Z(E
0
reg)
(B•E)
T
// Z(E
0)
commutes, with the top row being the exact sequence in K-theory induced by
0 // ker(πE)
ιE // T (E)
πE // C∗(E) // 0.
Moreover, λE([qv]0) = ev and
κE
qw − ∑
s(e)=w
tet
∗
e
 = ew
for all v ∈ E0 and w ∈ E0reg. By the proof of [CET12, Proposition 3.8], (χ
E
1 )
−1 = κE ◦∂
E
1 .
Suppose E is a graph such that BE ∈ M
◦
P(m × n,Z). For a saturated, hereditary
subset H of E0, we let JH denote the ideal in C
∗(E) generated by the vertex projections
{pv | v ∈ H}. For saturated hereditary subsets H0 ⊆ H ⊆ E
0, we now show how to
identifyK0(JH/JH0) andK1(JH/JH0) with the cokernel and kernel of a certain submatrix
of (B•E)
T. If B is a matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by a set S and S0 is a
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subset of S, then we let B〈S0〉 denote the principal submatrix of B whose (i, j) entry,
for i, j ∈ S0, is the (i, j) entry of B.
Let H be a saturated hereditary subset of E0. Let EH be the subgraph of E given by
E0H = H , E
1
H = s
−1
E (H), and the source and range maps of EH are the maps inherited
from E. Note that each saturated hereditary subset of E0H is of the form H0 ⊆ H , with
H0 a saturated hereditary subset of E
0. Let H0 be a saturated hereditary subset of E
0
with H0 ⊆ H . Let EH\H0 be the subgraph of E given by E
0
H\H0
= H \H0 and E
1
H\H0
=
s−1E (H)∩r
−1
E (H\H0), and the source and range maps of EH\H0 is the restriction of sE and
rE , respectively. Note that EH\H0 is also a subgraph of EH . Then there exists an injective
∗-homomorphism ΦH\H0 : C
∗(EH\H0)→ JH/JH0 such that ΦH\H0(pv,EH\H0 ) = pv,E +JH0
and ΦH\H0(se,EH\H0) = se,E + JH0, and ΦH\H0(C
∗(EH\H0)) = PH\H0 (JH/JH0)PH\H0 ,
where PH\H0 =
∑
v∈H\H0
(pv,E + JH0). Since PH\H0 (JH/JH0)PH\H0 is full in JH/JH0,
by [Bro77] (see also [RR07, Corollary 3.3]), K∗(ΦH\H0) is an isomorphism. Note that
AEH\H0
= (AE)〈H \H0〉 and B
•
EH\H0
is the matrix obtained from B•E by removing all rows
and columns whose index does not belong to H \H0. Then
χ
H\H0
0 := K0(ΦH\H0) ◦ χ
EH\H0
0 : cok
(
(B•EH\H0
)T
)
→ K0(JH/JH0)
and
χ
H\H0
1 := K1(ΦH\H0) ◦ χ
EH\H0
1 : ker
(
(B•EH\H0
)T
)
→ K1(JH/JH0).
are isomorphisms. See also [BHRS02, Proposition 3.4].
Lemma 5.2. Let E = (E0, E1, rE, sE) be a graph and let e0 ∈ E
1. Let F be the simple
expansion graph at e0. Then there exists a
∗-homomorphism Ψ: T (E) → T (F ) and an
injective ∗-homomorphism Ψ: C∗(E)→ C∗(F ) such that
(1) πF ◦ Ψ = Ψ ◦ πE (in particular, Ψ|ker(πE) is a
∗-homomorphism from ker(πE) to
ker(πF )),
(2) Ψ(C∗(E)) = PC∗(F )P , where P =
∑
v∈E0 pv,F is an element of the multiplier
algebra of C∗(F ),
(3) Ψ(qv,E) = qv,F for all v ∈ E
0, and,
(4) Ψ(te,E) = te,F for all e ∈ E
1 \ {e0},
where {qv,E , te,E | v ∈ E
0, e ∈ E1} is a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger E-family generating T (E)
and {qv,F , te,F | v ∈ F
0, e ∈ F 1} is a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger F -family generating T (F ).
Proof. Define a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger E-family in T (F ) by Qv = qv,F for all v ∈ E
0 ⊆
F 0 and
Te =
{
te,F if e 6= e0,
tf1,F tf2,F if e = e0.
One checks that {Qv, Te | v ∈ E
0, e ∈ E1} is a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger E-family in T (F ).
Hence, there exists a unique ∗-homomorphism Ψ: T (E)→ T (F ) such that Ψ(qv,E) = Qv
and Ψ(te,E) = Te.
Set Pv = πF (Qv) and Se = πF (Te). Then a computation shows that {Pv, Se | v ∈ E
0, e ∈ E1}
is a Cuntz-Krieger E-family in C∗(F ). Thus, Ψ induces a unique ∗-homomorphism
Ψ: C∗(E)→ C∗(F ) such that Ψ(pv,E) = Pv and Ψ(se,E) = Se. By [Szy02, Theorem 1.2],
Ψ is injective. Since PC∗(F )P is equal to the closed linear span of elements of the form
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sµ,F s
∗
ν,F with rF (µ) = rF (ν) and sF (µ), sF (ν) ∈ E
0 and since sf1,Fs
∗
f1,F
= sf1f2,Fs
∗
f1f2,F
,
Ψ(C∗(E)) = PC∗(F )P . Thus, (1), and (2) hold, and by construction (3) and (4)
hold. 
Remark 5.3. Suppose in Lemma 5.2 that e0 is an edge on a cycle based at v0 := sE(e0)
and that BE ∈ M
◦
P(m × n,Z). Assume that j ∈ P corresponds to the component
containing v0. Then for the simple expansion graph F at e0, we have that BF ∈M
◦
P((m+
ej) × (n + ej),Z), where ej is the multiindex that is 1 in the jth coordinate and zero
elsewhere. Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between saturated hereditary
subsets of E0 and saturated hereditary subsets of F 0 given by
H 7→ H˜ =
{
H if v0 /∈ H,
H ∪ {v˜0} if v0 ∈ H.
Let ΨE : C
∗(E) → C∗(F ) be the ∗-homomorphism given in Lemma 5.2 for the graph
E. Since ΨE maps JH to JH˜ for all hereditary and saturated subsets H ⊆ E
0, ΨE
induces a ∗-homomorphism, which we again denote by ΨE, from JH/JH0 to JH˜/JH˜0.
Suppose H is a saturated hereditary subset of E0 containing v0 and H0 is a saturated
hereditary subset of E0 not containing v0. Then FH˜\H˜0 is the simple expansion of the
graph EH\H0 at e0. Moreover, ΨE ◦ Φ
E
H\H0
= ΦF
H˜\H˜0
◦ ΨEH\H0 . Here Φ
E
H\H0
is the em-
bedding of C∗(EH\H0) into JH/JH0, Φ
F
H˜\H˜0
is the embedding of C∗(FH˜\H˜0) into JH˜/JH˜0,
and ΨEH\H0 is the
∗-homomorphism from C∗(EH\H0) to C
∗(F
H˜\H˜0
) given in Lemma 5.2
for the graph EH\H0.
We now describe how symbol expansion gives rise to an SLP-equivalence and a P-
equivariant stable isomorphism that induces the same map on the filtered K-theory as
the SLP-equivalence. This will be used in the proof of Lemma 6.4.
Proposition 5.4. Let E be a graph with finitely many vertices, and let v0 be a vertex in
E0 that supports a cycle µ = µ1 · · ·µn. Assume that BE ∈ M
◦
P(m × n,Z), and that v0
belongs to the block j ∈ P. Let F be the graph in Definition 5.1 with e0 = µ1 ( i.e., the
graph is obtained with a simple expansion of e0). Then E and F are move equivalent,
denoted by E ∼ME F , as defined in [ERRS16b, Definition 2.19].
Moreover, BF is an element of M
◦
P((m + ej) × (n + ej),Z) and there exist U ∈
SLP(m+ej ,Z) and V ∈ SLP(n+ej,Z) that are the identity matrices everywhere except
for the j’th diagonal block, such that (U, V ) is an SLP-equivalence from −ιej (−B
•
E) to
B
•
F where ιej is the embedding of MP(m×n,Z) into MP((m+ej)× (n+ej),Z) defined
in [ERRS16b, Definition 4.7], and such that there exists a P-equivariant isomorphism Φ
from C∗(E)⊗K to C∗(F )⊗K satisfying FKR(P; Φ) = FK
s
R(U, V ).
Proof. We prove the case where v0 is a regular vertex. The case v0 is an infinite emitter
is similar. We index the columns and rows of −ιej (−B
•
E) with F
0. The j’th component
is indexed by S0 = (H \H0)⊔ {v˜0} for the saturated hereditary subsets H = H(v0) and
H0 of E
0 where H0 is the largest proper saturated hereditary subset of H (cf. [ERRS16b,
Lemma 3.17(ii)]). Let U be the identity matrix except for the j’th diagonal block and
the U{j} block is the basic elementary matrix that acts on left by subtracting row v˜0
from row v0. Let V be the identity matrix except for the j’th diagonal block and the
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V {j} block is the basic elementary matrix that acts on the right by subtracting column
v˜0 from column r(µ1). A computation shows that (U, V ) is an SLP-equivalence from
−ιej (−B
•
E) to B
•
F .
Clearly, V T(ev) = ev for all v ∈ E
0. Moreover, for every v ∈ F 0reg
(UT)−1 (ev) =
{
ev, if v 6= v0,
ev0 + ev˜0 , if v = v0.
Let Ψ: C∗(E)→ C∗(F ) be the ∗-homomorphism given in Lemma 5.2. By Remark 5.3,
we have that Ψ is a P-equivariant homomorphism. We now show that Ψ induces
FKR(U, V ). Since Ψ(pv,E) = pv,F and V
T(ev) = ev for all v ∈ E
0, Ψ induces the
desired maps on K0. Let S ⊆ F
0 represent the i’th component with i 6= j. Since v0 /∈ S,
we have that e0 /∈ s
−1(S)∩r−1(S). Thus, Ψ(pv,E) = pv,F and Ψ(se,E) = se,F for all v ∈ S
and e ∈ s−1(S) ∩ r−1(S). By Remark 5.3, we have that Ψ induces the identity on the
K1-group of the i’th component.
We now show that Ψ induces FKR(U, V ) on the j’th component. By Remark 5.3, it
is enough to show this for E with U = U{j} and V = V {j}. Let Ψ: T (E)→ T (F ) be
the ∗-homomorphism given in Lemma 5.2. Let x =
∑
v∈E0reg
xvev ∈ ker
(
(B•E)
T
)
. By the
proof of [CET12, Proposition 3.8],
∂E1 ([Ux]1) =
∑
xv 6=0
xv
qv,E − ∑
sE(e)=v
te,Et
∗
e,E

0
.
Therefore
(∂F1 ◦K1(Ψ))([Ux]1) = (K0(Ψ) ◦ ∂
E
1 )([Ux]1)
=
∑
xv 6=0
xv
Ψ(qv,E)− ∑
sE(e)=v
Ψ(te,E)Ψ(te,E)
∗

0
=
∑
xv 6=0
v 6=v0
xv
qv,F − ∑
sE(e)=v
te,F t
∗
e,F

0
+ xv0
qv0,F − tf1,F tf2,F t∗f2,F t∗f1,F − ∑
sE(e)=v0
e 6=e0
te,F t
∗
e,F

0
.
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Note that in K0(ker(πF )),qv0,F − tf1,F tf2,F t∗f2,F t∗f1,F − ∑
sE(e)=v0
e 6=e0
te,F t
∗
e,F

=
qv0,F − tf1,F t∗f1,F − ∑
sE(e)=v0
e 6=e0
te,F t
∗
e,F

0
+
[
tf1,F t
∗
f1,F
− tf1,F tf2,F t
∗
f2,F
t∗f1,F
]
0
=
qv0,F − ∑
sF (e)=v0
te,F t
∗
e,F

0
+
[
tf1,F (qv˜0,F − tf2,F t
∗
f2,F
)t∗f1,F
]
0
=
qv0,F − ∑
sF (e)=v0
te,F t
∗
e,F

0
+
[
qv˜0,F − tf2,F t
∗
f2,F
]
0
.
Hence,
κF ◦ (∂
F
1 ◦K1(Ψ))([Ux]1) =
∑
xv 6=0
v 6=v0
xvev + xv0ev0 + xv0ev˜0 =
∑
xv 6=0
xvev + xv0ev˜0 .
Thus, K1(Ψ) is induced by (U
T)−1. We have just shown that FKR(P; Ψ) = FKR(U, V ).
By Lemma 5.2, Ψ(C∗(E)) = PC∗(F )P , where P =
∑
v∈E0 pv,F . Note that PC
∗(F )P
is full in C∗(F ), and by [Bro77], there exists a partial isometry W in M(C∗(F ) ⊗ K)
such that W ∗W = P ⊗ 1B(ℓ2) and WW
∗ = 1M(C∗(F )) ⊗ 1B(ℓ2), where M(C
∗(F ) ⊗ K)
andM(C∗(F )) are the multiplier algebras of C∗(F )⊗K and C∗(F ), respectively. Since
Ψ is a P-equivariant homomorphism, it follows from Remark 5.3 that Φ = Ad(W ) ◦
(Ψ ⊗ idK) : C
∗(E) ⊗ K → C∗(F ) ⊗ K is a P-equivariant isomorphism. By [RR07],
FKR(P; Φ) = FKR(P; Ψ⊗ idK) and hence FKR(P; Φ) = FK
s
R(U, V ). 
6. Stable isomorphisms induced by flow equivalences and their
K-theory
Following the work of Boyle in [Boy02], we will break SLP-equivalences into SLP-
equivalences induced by basic elementary matrices. It is well-known that such SLP-
equivalences induced by basic elementary matrices induce stable isomorphisms. They
also induce isomorphisms between the K-webs in a canonical way (and between the
reduced filtered K-theories of the corresponding graph C∗-algebras).
In this section we will show that we can choose the stable isomorphisms above in such
a way that the above operations commute.
Proposition 6.1. Let E and F be graphs such that BE and BF are elements of M
◦◦◦
P (m×
n,Z). Let u, v ∈ E0 with u 6= v and AE(u, v) > 0 and let W ∈ SLP(n,Z) denote the
positive basic elementary matrix with W (u, v) = 1 and equal to the identity everywhere
else.
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Assume that WBE = BF and the vertex v in E is regular. Then (W
•, I) is an SLP-
equivalence from B•E to B
•
F , where W
• is the matrix we get from W by removing all
columns and rows corresponding to singular vertices of E. Moreover, there exists a P-
equivariant isomorphism Φ from C∗(E) to C∗(F ) such that FKR(P; Φ) = FKR(W
•, I).
Now assume instead that BEW = BF and the vertex u emits at least two edges. Then
(I,W ) is an SLP-equivalence from B
•
E to B
•
F . Moreover, there exists a P-equivariant
isomorphism Φ from C∗(E)⊗K to C∗(F )⊗K such that FKR(P; Φ) = FK
s
R(I,W ).
Proof. Throughout the proof, πG will denote the canonical surjective homomorphism
from T (G) to C∗(G), where G is a graph. Also, qGw and t
G
e will denote the canonical
generators of T (G) while pGw and s
G
e denotes the canonical generators of C
∗(G). See
Section 5 for more details and notation.
Part one: We first prove the row addition part of the proposition. Let f ∈ s−1(u) ∩
r−1(v) which exists since AE(u, v) > 0. Note that F can be described as follows: F
0 =
E0,
F 1 =
(
E1 \ {f}
)
⊔ {e : e ∈ s−1E (v)}
where sF (e) = sE(e) and rF (e) = rE(e) for all e ∈ E
1\{f}, sF (e) = u and rF (e) = rE(e).
We now define a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger F -family in T (E). Set Qw = q
E
w and
Tg =
{
tEe if g = e ∈ E
1 \ {f}
tEfe if g = e for some e ∈ s
−1
E (v).
A computation shows that {Qw, Tg : w ∈ F
0, g ∈ F 1} is a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger F -
family such that
(6.1) Qw −
∑
g∈s−1
F
(w)
TgT
∗
g ∈ ker(πE)
for all w ∈ F 0reg. Then, there exists a
∗-homomorphism Ψ: T (F ) → T (E) such that
Ψ(qFw ) = Qw and Ψ(t
F
g ) = Tg. Equation (6.1) implies that there exists a (unique)
∗-homomorphism Ψ: C∗(F )→ C∗(E) such that πE ◦Ψ = Ψ ◦ πF .
Note that the identity map on E0 = F 0 induces a lattice isomorphism between the
lattice of saturated hereditary subsets of F 0 and the lattice of saturated hereditary
subsets of E0. Since
Ψ(pFw) = (Ψ ◦ πF )(q
F
w ) = (πE ◦Ψ)(q
F
w ) = πE(Qw) = πE(q
E
w ) = p
E
w ,
Ψ(JFH) ⊆ J
E
H for all saturated hereditary subsets H of F
0. We have just shown that Ψ
is a P-equivariant homomorphism.
By [Szy02, Theorem 1.2], Ψ is injective. Note that the only generator of C∗(F ) that
is not in the image of Ψ is sEf . Since
sEf = s
E
f p
E
v = s
E
f
∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
sEe (s
E
e )
∗ =
∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
πE(TeT
∗
e ) ∈ Ψ(C
∗(F )),
it follows that Ψ is surjective. Therefore, Ψ(JFH) = J
E
H for all saturated hereditary
subsets H of F 0, and, consequently Ψ is a P-equivariant isomorphism (since Ψ is a
∗-isomorphism).
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Let Φ: C∗(E)→ C∗(F ) be the inverse of Ψ. To prove that FKR(P; Φ) = FKR(W
•, I),
it is enough to prove that FKR(P; Ψ) = FKR((W
•)−1, I).
Since Ψ(pFw) = p
E
w , Ψ sends [p
F
w ]0 ∈ K0(J
F
H) to [p
E
w ]0 ∈ K0(J
E
H) which implies that Ψ
induces the desired maps on K0.
Now we want to show that Ψ induces the desired maps on K1 (of the gauge sim-
ple subquotients of C∗(F )). For all components that do not contain both u and v,
it is clear that this holds (since both maps are clearly the identity map). In the op-
posite direction, if u and v both belong to a component, we only have to restrict to
the subgraph of that component. For notational convenience, we show this for C∗(E)
instead, corresponding to the gauge simple case — the general case is analogous. Let
x = (xw)w∈F 0reg ∈ ker
(
(B•F )
T
)
. Note that
(W •)T(x) =
∑
xw 6=0
w 6=v
xwew + (xv + xu)ev.
In K0(ker(πE)),
∑
xw 6=0
xw
Ψ(qFw )− ∑
g∈s−1
F
(w)
Ψ(tFg )Ψ(t
F
g )
∗

0
=
∑
xw 6=0
w 6=u
xw
qEw − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
+ xu
qEu − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)\{f}
tEe (t
E
e )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
tEfe(t
E
fe)
∗

0
.
Since v is regular, qEv −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(v) t
E
e (t
E
e )
∗ ∈ ker(πE). Hence, in K0(ker(πE)),
qEu − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)\{f}
tEe (t
E
e )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
tEfe(t
E
fe)
∗

0
=
qEu − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
+
tEf
qEv − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗
 (tEf )∗

0
=
qEu − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
+
qEv − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
.
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Thus,
∑
xw 6=0
xw
Ψ(qFw )− ∑
g∈s−1
F
(w)
Ψ(tFg )Ψ(t
F
g )
∗

0
=
∑
xw 6=0
w 6=u
xw
qEw − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
+ xu
qEu − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
+ xu
qEv − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
.
So,
(κE ◦ ∂
E
1 ◦K1(Ψ) ◦ χ
F
1 )(x)
=
(
κE ◦K0(Ψ) ◦ ∂
F
1 ◦ χ
F
1
)
(x)
=
∑
xw 6=0
w 6=u
xwκE
qEw − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0

+ xuκE
qEu − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0
+ xuκE
qEv − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(v)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗

0

=
∑
xw 6=0
w 6=u
xwew + xueu + xuev
=
∑
xw 6=0
w 6=v
xwew + (xu + xv)ev.
Hence, Ψ induces the desired maps on K1.
Part two: We now prove the column addition part of the proposition. Note that F
can be described as follows: Take an edge f from u to v. Set F 0 = E0,
F 1 =
(
E1 \ {f}
)
⊔ {e : e ∈ r−1E (u)}
with sF (e) = sE(e), rF (e) = rE(e) for all e ∈ E
1 \{f}, and sF (e) = sE(e) and rF (e) = v.
We define a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger F -family in T (E). Set
Qw =
{
qEw if w 6= u
qEu − t
E
f (t
E
f )
∗ if w = u.
and
Tg =

tEg if g ∈ E
1 \ {f} and rE(g) 6= u,
tEg Qu if g ∈ E
1 \ {f} and rE(g) = u,
tEef if g = e for some e ∈ r
−1
E (u).
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A computation shows that {Qw, Tg : w ∈ F
0, g ∈ F 1} is a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger F -
family in T (E) such that
(6.2) Qw −
∑
g∈s−1
F
(w)
TgT
∗
g ∈ ker(πE)
for all w ∈ F 0reg. Then, there exists a
∗-homomorphism Ψ: T (F ) → T (E) such that
Ψ(qFw ) = Qw and Ψ(t
F
g ) = Tg. Equation (6.2) implies that there exists a (unique)
∗-ho-
momorphism Ψ: C∗(F ) → C∗(E) such that πE ◦ Ψ = Ψ ◦ πF . Moreover, Ψ(C
∗(F )) =
PC∗(E)P , where P =
∑
w∈E0 πE(Qw). Note that PC
∗(E)P is full in C∗(E). Also, by
[Szy02, Theorem 1.2], Ψ is injective. Hence, Ψ: C∗(F )→ PC∗(E)P is a ∗-isomorphism.
Since PC∗(E)P is full in C∗(E), it follows from [Bro77, Corollary 2.6 and its proof]
that there exists V in the multiplier algebra M(C∗(E)⊗K) of C∗(E) ⊗ K such that
V ∗V = P ⊗1B(ℓ2) and V V
∗ = 1M(C∗(E))⊗1B(ℓ2). Then Ad(V )◦ (Ψ⊗ idK) : C
∗(F )⊗K→
C∗(E)⊗K is a ∗-isomorphism.
We will show that Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ⊗ idK) is a P-equivariant isomorphism. We first show
that Ψ is a P-equivariant homomorphism, which implies that Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ ⊗ idK) is a
P-equivariant homomorphism. Note that the identity map on E0 = F 0 induces a lattice
isomorphism between the lattice of saturated hereditary subsets of F 0 and the lattice
of saturated hereditary subsets of E0. Let H be a hereditary subset of F 0. Let w ∈ H .
Since Ψ(pFw) ≤ p
E
w , we have that Ψ(p
F
w) ∈ J
E
H . Hence, Ψ(J
F
H) ⊆ J
E
H . We have just shown
that Ψ is a P-equivariant homomorphism.
Let H be a saturated hereditary subset of F 0. Then Ad(V )◦ (Ψ⊗ idK)(J
F
H⊗K) is the
ideal of C∗(E)⊗K generated by {V (πE(Qw)⊗ e11)V
∗ | w ∈ H}, where e11 is a minimal
nonzero projection in K. Since V (πE(Qw)⊗ e11)V
∗ is Murray-von Neumann equivalent
to πE(Qw)⊗ e11 for all w ∈ H , we have that Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ⊗ idK)(J
F
H ⊗K) is the ideal of
C∗(E)⊗K generated by {πE(Qw)⊗ e11 | w ∈ H}. Note that
pEu ⊗ e11 =
(
pEu − s
E
f (s
E
f )
∗
)
⊗ e11 +
(
sEf (s
E
f )
∗
)
⊗ e11
and
(
sEf (s
E
f )
∗
)
⊗ e11 is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to p
E
v ⊗ e22, where e22 is a
minimal nonzero projection in K that is orthogonal to e11. Hence, p
E
u ⊗ e11 is Murray-
von Neumann equivalent to (pEu − s
E
f (s
E
f )
∗) ⊗ e11 + p
E
v ⊗ e22 which is in the ideal of
C∗(E)⊗K generated by {πE(Qw)⊗ e11 | w ∈ H} whenever u ∈ H . Therefore, the ideal
of C∗(E) ⊗ K generated by {πE(Qw)⊗ e11 | w ∈ H} is J
E
H ⊗ K. Thus, Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ ⊗
idK)(J
F
H ⊗K) = J
E
H ⊗K. We have just shown that Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ⊗ idK) is a P-equivariant
isomorphism.
We now show that Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ⊗ idK) induces FK
s
R(I,W
−1). Since V is an isometry
in the multiplier algebra M(C∗(E)⊗K) of C∗(E) ⊗ K, it is enough to show that Ψ
induces FKR(I,W
−1) (cf. [RR07, Lemma 3.4]). Note that
(
W−1
)T
(ew) =
{
ew if w 6= u,
eu − ev if w = u.
Let H be a saturated subset H of F 0. It is trivial to check that the induced maps are
equal on K0 of J
E
H whenever u 6∈ H . So assume that u ∈ H . Then p
E
u , s
E
f ∈ J
E
H , and,
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consequently, we have that
∑
w∈H
xw
[
Ψ(pFw)
]
0
=
∑
w∈H\{u}
xw
[
pEw
]
0
+ xu
[
pEu − s
E
f (s
E
f )
∗
]
0
=
∑
w∈H\{u}
xw
[
pEw
]
0
+ xu
[
pEu
]
0
− xu
[
sEf (s
E
f )
∗
]
0
=
∑
w∈H\{u}
xw
[
pEw
]
0
+ xu
[
pEu
]
0
− xu
[
(sEf )
∗sEf
]
0
=
∑
w∈H\{u}
xw
[
pEw
]
0
+ xu
[
pEu
]
0
− xu
[
pErE(f)
]
0
=
∑
w∈H\{u}
xw
[
pEw
]
0
+ xu
[
pEu
]
0
− xu
[
pEv
]
0
in K0(J
E
H). So,
(
K0(Ψ) ◦ χ
H
0
)(∑
w∈H
xwew
)
=
∑
w∈H
xw
[
Ψ(pFw)
]
0
=
(
χH0 ◦ (W
−1)T
)(∑
w∈H
xwew
)
in K0(J
E
H). Thus, Ψ induces the desired maps on K0.
We now show that Ψ induces the desired maps on K1. Let w ∈ F
0
reg = E
0
reg and w 6= u.
Then
Ψ(qFw )−
∑
g∈s−1
F
(w)
Ψ(tFg (t
F
g )
∗)
= qEw −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
rE(e)6=u
tEe (t
E
e )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
rE(e)=u
tEe
(
qEu − t
E
f (t
E
f )
∗
)
(tEe )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
rE(e)=u
tEe t
E
f (t
E
f )
∗(tEe )
∗
= qEw −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
rE(e)6=u
tEe (t
E
e )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
rE(e)=u
tEe (t
E
e )
∗
= qEw −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗.
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If u is regular, then
Ψ(qFu )−
∑
g∈s−1
F
(u)
Ψ(tFg (t
F
g )
∗)
= qEu − t
E
f (t
E
f )
∗ −
∑
e∈(s−1
E
(u)\{f})
rE(e)6=u
tEe (t
E
e )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
rE(e)=u
tEe (q
E
u − t
E
f (t
E
f )
∗)(tEe )
∗
−
∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
rE(e)=u
tEe t
E
f (t
E
f )
∗(tEe )
∗
= qEu −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
rE(e)6=u
tEe (t
E
e )
∗ −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
rE(e)=u
tEe (t
E
e )
∗
= qEu −
∑
e∈s−1
E
(u)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗.
Now we want to show that Ψ induces the desired maps on K1 (of the gauge sim-
ple subquotients of C∗(E)). For all components that do not contain both u and v,
it is clear that this holds (since both maps are clearly the identity map). In the op-
posite direction, if u and v both belong to a component, we only have to restrict to
the subgraph of that component. For notational convenience, we show this for C∗(E)
instead, corresponding to the gauge simple case — the general case is analogous. Let
x = (xw)w∈F 0reg ∈ ker
(
(B•F )
T
)
. Then, in K0(ker(πE)), we have that
∑
xw 6=0
xw
Ψ(qFw )− ∑
e∈s−1
F
(w)
Ψ(tFe (t
F
e )
∗)

0
=
∑
xw 6=0
xw
qEw − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗)

0
.
So,
(κE ◦ ∂
E
1 ◦K1(Ψ) ◦ χ
F
1 )(x) =
(
κE ◦K0(Ψ) ◦ ∂
F
1 ◦ χ
F
1
)
(x)
= κE
∑
xw 6=0
xw
qEw − ∑
e∈s−1
E
(w)
tEe (t
E
e )
∗)

0

=
∑
xw 6=0
xwew.
Hence, Ψ induces the desired maps on K1.
Set Φ =
(
Ad(V ) ◦ (Ψ⊗ idK)
)−1
: C∗(E)⊗K→ C∗(F )⊗K. Then Φ is a P-equivariant
isomorphism that induces FKsR(I,W ). 
Recall from [ERRS16b, Definition 4.23] that when E is a finite graph with no sinks
and no sources satisfying Condition (K), then we write BE ∈M
+
P(n,Z) whenever BE ∈
MP(n,Z) and for all i, j ∈ P
(i) if i  j, then BE{i, j} > 0,
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(ii) ni ≥ 3 and the Smith normal form of BE{i} has at least two 1’s (and thus the
rank of BE{i} is at least 2).
Remark 6.2. Let E be a finite graph with no sinks and no sources satisfying Condi-
tion (K) such that BE ∈M
+
P(n,Z). Then BE ∈M
◦◦◦
P (n,Z) and every vertex in E emits
at least two edges since the diagonal entries AE = BE + I are greater than or equal to 2.
Lemma 6.3. Let A be a nondegenerate matrix that satisfies Condition (II). Then there
exists a finite graph E with no sinks and no sources that satisfies Condition (K) such
that OA ⊗K ∼= C
∗(E)⊗K and BE ∈M
+
P(n,Z), for a suitable n and P.
Proof. The matrix A defines a graph F (with adjacency matrix A) with no sinks and no
sources that satisfies Condition (K). The graph C∗-algebra C∗(F ) is actually isomorphic
to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra OA via a
∗-isomorphism defined by pi,F 7→ sis
∗
i and se,F 7→
ssF (e)srF (e)s
∗
rF (e)
, where {pi,F , se,F} is a Cuntz-Krieger F -family generating C
∗(F ) and
{s1, . . . , sn} is a universal family of partial isometries generating OA. Thus we can
work with F instead. Now it follows from [ERRS16b, Lemma 4.24] and [ERRS16b,
Theorem 2.20] that we can choose a finite graph E such that BE ∈ M
+
P(m× n,Z) and
OA⊗K ∼= C
∗(E)⊗K. Since BE ∈M
+
P(m×n,Z), the graph E does not have any source.
Note that Condition (K) with no sinks means exactly that the temperature is constant
1, cf. [ERRS16b, Definition 4.16 and Lemma 4.20(i)]). Since the temperature is clearly a
stable isomorphism invariant, it follows that E has no sinks and satisfies Condition (K),
as well as m = n. 
Lemma 6.4. Let E be a finite graph with no sinks and no sources satisfying Con-
dition (K) such that BE ∈ M
+
P(n,Z), and let j ∈ P be given. Then there exists a
finite graph F with no sinks and no sources satisfying Condition (K) such that BF ∈
M+P(n+ej,Z), and such that there exists a P-equivariant isomorphism Φ from C
∗(E)⊗K
to C∗(F )⊗K satisfying FKR(P; Φ) = FK
s
R(U, V ) for some SLP-equivalence (U, V ) from
−ιej (−BE) to BF .
Proof. Let e0 be an edge that is part of a cycle that lies in the component corresponding
to j ∈ P. Let E ′ be the simple edge expansion graph at e0, and let v
′ denote the new
vertex (cf. Definition 5.1). It follows from Proposition 5.4 that BE′ ∈M
◦
P(n+ej ,Z) and
that there exists a P-equivariant isomorphism Φ′ from C∗(E) ⊗ K to C∗(E ′) ⊗ K such
that FKR(P,Φ
′) = FKsR(U
′, V ′) for some SLP-equivalence (U
′, V ′) from −ιej (−BE) to
BE′. The idea is to use Proposition 6.1 to construct a finite graph F with no sinks and
no sources satisfying Condition (K) such that BF ∈M
+
P(n+ ej,Z), and a P-equivariant
isomorphism Φ′′ from C∗(E ′)⊗K to C∗(F )⊗K such that FKR(P,Φ
′′) = FKsR(U
′′, V ′′)
for some SLP-equivalence (U
′′, V ′′) from BE′ to BF . We have that BE′ ∈M
◦
P(n+ ej,Z),
and since E has no transition states, no cyclic components, no sinks and no sources, it
follows that E ′ has no transition states, no cyclic components, no sinks and no sources,
and thus that BE′ ∈ M
◦◦◦
P (n + ej ,Z). We may assume that v0 = s(e0) corresponds to
the last row of the diagonal block A{j}. Let v1 = r(e0). We will now perform a series of
column and row additions on the matrix AE′ − I according to Proposition 6.1. Using a
column addition within block j, we can make sure that v0 supports at least two loops.
Adding column v0 to v
′, we get all entries of the column v′ in j’th diagonal block to
be positive except for the last entry. Adding row v1 twice to row v
′, the j’th diagonal
block is positive. Now we can use column additions and row additions to get all the
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off-diagonal blocks that are not forced by the order on P to be zero, to be positive, and
we thus end up with a graph F such that BF ∈M
+
P(n+ ej,Z). Since these are all legal
column and row operations according to Proposition 6.1, we get the desired result from
Proposition 5.4. 
7. Cuntz splice implies stable isomorphism
In [ERRS16c], it was proved that Cuntz splicing a graph gives rise to a graph whose
C∗-algebra is stably isomorphic to the C∗-algebra of the original graph (generalizing
a result in [Res06]). This is used for instance in the proofs of [ERRS16b] to get a
classification result. As we are proving a strong classification result, we will need to
know more about what this stable isomorphism induces on the reduced filtered K-
theory. This will be the main aim of this section. In the end of the section, we will use
the results to stitch together the proofs of the main results.
We recall some notation from [ERRS16c] that will be used throughout the rest of this
section.
Notation 7.1. Let E∗ and E∗∗ denote the graphs:
E∗ = •
v1
e1
 e2 ++
•v2
e4

e3
kk
E∗∗ = •
w4
f10
 f9 ++
•w3
f7
 f6 ++
f8
kk •w1
f1
 f2 ++
f5
kk •w2
f4

f3
kk
The graph E∗ is what we attach when we Cuntz splice. If we instead attach the graph
E∗∗, we Cuntz spliced twice.
Let E = (E0, E1, rE, sE) be a graph and let u be a vertex of E. Then Eu,− can be
described as follows (up to canonical isomorphism):
E0u,− = E
0 ⊔E0∗
E1u,− = E
1 ⊔E1∗ ⊔ {d1, d2}
with rEu,−|E1 = rE, sEu,−|E1 = sE, rEu,−|E1∗ = rE∗ , sEu,−|E1∗ = sE∗ , and
sEu,−(d1) = u rEu,−(d1) = v1
sEu,−(d2) = v1 rEu,−(d2) = u.
Moreover, Eu,−− can be described as follows (up to canonical isomorphism):
E0u,−− = E
0 ⊔ E0∗∗
E1u,−− = E
1 ⊔ E1∗∗ ⊔ {d1, d2}
with rEu,−−|E1 = rE, sEu,−−|E1 = sE, rEu,−−|E1∗∗ = rE∗∗ , sEu,−−|E1∗∗ = sE∗∗ , and
sEu,−−(d1) = u rEu,−−(d1) = w1
sEu,−−(d2) = w1 rEu,−−(d2) = u.
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Proposition 7.2. Let E be a finite graph with no sinks and no sources satisfying Con-
dition (K) such that BE ∈ M
+
P(n,Z). Let u be a vertex in E
0, and assume that it
belongs to the component corresponding to the block j ∈ P. Then BEu,−− is an ele-
ment of MP(n + 4ej ,Z), and there are an SLP-equivalence (U, V ) from −ι4ej (−BE) to
BEu,−− and a P-equivariant isomorphism Φ from C
∗(E)⊗K to C∗(Eu,−−)⊗K such that
FKR(P; Φ) = FK
s
R(U, V ).
Proof. The j’th diagonal block of BEu,−− can be described as the matrix BE{j}
(
0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
1 0 0 0
)
(
0 ··· 1
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
) (
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
)
 .
Let U, V ∈ SLP(n + 4ej,Z) be the identity matrices everywhere except for the j’th
diagonal block where they are  I
(
0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
0 1 0 0
)
(
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
) (
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
)

 I
(
0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 0
)
(
0 ··· −1
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
0 ··· 0
) (
0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
)
 ,
respectively. It is easy to verify that these blocks have indeed determinant 1 and that
(U, V ) is an SLP-equivalence from −ι4ej (−BE) to BEu,−−. The idea now is to deduce
the existence of Φ from [Boy02, Theorem 4.4] and Proposition 6.1, but E and Eu,−− do
not satisfy the assumption of [Boy02, Theorem 4.4]. We therefore make a small detour.
By using column and row additions in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.4
together with Proposition 6.1 we see that we get two finite graphs F and F ′ satisfying
Condition (K) with no sinks and no sources such that BF ,BF ′ ∈M
+
P(n+4ej ,Z) and such
that there exist P-equivariant isomorphisms Ψ from C∗(E) ⊗ K to C∗(F ) ⊗ K and Ψ′
from C∗(Eu,−−)⊗K to C
∗(F ′)⊗K with FKR(P; Ψ) = FK
s
R(U1, V1) and FKR(P; Ψ
′) =
FKsR(U
′
1, V
′
1), where (U1, V1) and (U
′
1, V
′
1) are SLP -equivalences from −ι4ej (−BE) to BF
and from BEu,−− to BF ′, respectively. The composition thus gives an SLP-equivalence
(U ′, V ′) from BF to BF ′.
It now follows from [Boy02, Theorem 4.4] and Proposition 6.1 that there is a P-
equivariant isomorphism Φ′ from C∗(F ) ⊗ K to C∗(F ′) ⊗ K such that FKR(P,Φ
′) =
FKsR(U
′, V ′). Then Φ := (Ψ′)−1 ◦Φ′ ◦Ψ is a P-equivariant isomorphism from C∗(E)⊗K
to C∗(Eu,−−)⊗K such that FKR(P,Φ) = FK
s
R(U, V ). 
The following theorem is the key result to prove that the Cuntz splice induces stably
isomorphic graph C∗-algebras in a way where we can control the induced maps on the
reduced filtered K-theory. Since it does not increase the difficulty of the proof, for the
convenience of possible later application, we state and prove the result in slightly greater
generality than needed in this paper — allowing for infinite emitters and sinks.
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Theorem 7.3. Let E be a graph with finitely many vertices, and let u be a regular
vertex in E0. Assume that BE ∈M
◦◦◦
P (m× n,Z) and that u belongs to the block j ∈ P.
Then there exist U ∈ SLP(m + 4ej ,Z) and V ∈ GLP(n + 4ej,Z) that are the identity
matrix everywhere except for the j’th diagonal block, all the diagonal blocks of U and V
have determinant 1 except for the j’th diagonal block of V , which has determinant −1,
and (U, V ) is a GLP-equivalence from −ι2ej (−B
•
Eu,−
) to B•Eu,−−. Moreover, there exists
a P-equivariant isomorphism Φ from C∗(Eu,−) to C
∗(Eu,−−) such that FKR(P; Φ) =
FKR(U, V ).
Proof. In the proof of [ERRS16c, Theorem 4.5] we found two representations of C∗(Eu,−)
and C∗(Eu,−−) inside a C
∗-algebra A, and showed that they are in fact equal. Now,
we will produce U and V such that the identity isomorphism is exactly given by the
isomorphism FKR(U, V ) — when we use the canonical identifications of the K-theory.
We refer the reader to the detailed definitions in the proof of [ERRS16c, Theorem 4.5].
Let U ∈ SLP(m+4ej ,Z) and V ∈ GLP(n+4ej ,Z) be the identity matrix everywhere
except for the j’th diagonal block where they are
U0 =
I 0
0
(
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
) ,
V0 =
I 0
0
(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
) ,
respectively. It is clear that all the diagonal blocks of U and V have determinant 1
except for the j’th diagonal block of V , which has determinant −1. Moreover, it is easy
to see that (U, V ) is a GLP-equivalence from −ι2ej (−B
•
Eu,−
) to B•Eu,−− (where we let the
order of the added vertices follow the orders v1, v2 and w1, w2, w3, w4, respectively). We
will show that the identity isomorphism is exactly given by the isomorphism FKR(U, V )
— when we use the canonical identifications of the K-theory.
Recall from the proof of [ERRS16b, Theorem 4.5] that {qv, te} is the Cuntz-Krieger
Eu,−-family in A that was constructed and {Pv, Se} is the Cuntz-Krieger Eu,−−-family
in A that was constructed, and that we call these two families S and T , respectively.
Moreover, since E has finitely many vertices, these C∗-algebras are all unital sub-C∗-al-
gebras.
It is clear that we have that [qv1 ]0 = [Pw1 ]0 = [Pw3 ]0 = [Pw4 ]0 = 0 and [qv2 ]0 = −[qu]0 =
−[Pu]0 = [Pw2 ]0 in K0(I) for any gauge invariant ideal I containing qvi , Pwj , i = 1, 2,
j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and similarly for subquotients. Since we have Pv = qv for all v ∈ E
0, it now
follows that this GLP-equivalence induces exactly the desired maps on the K0-groups.
Now we need to show that on the gauge simple subquotients, we get the right iden-
tification of K1. For all subquotients except for the j’th, this is clear. For notational
convenience, assume that u corresponds to the last row of the diagonal block B•E{j},
i.e., the mj ’th row. We may also without loss of generality assume that j is the
only component of E. Now let x = (xi)
mj+4
i=1 ∈ ker
(
−ι2ej
(
−B•Eu,−
))T
. Note that
xmj+1 = xmj+3 = xmj+4 = 0 and xmj + xmj+2 = 0. Note also that this implies that
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x ∈ ker
(
B•Eu,−−
)T
. Now we construct the partial isometries Sx and S˜x, the projec-
tions Px = S
∗
x
Sx = SxS
∗
x
, P˜x = S˜
∗
x
S˜x = S˜xS˜
∗
x
and the unitaries Ux = Sx + 1 − Px and
U˜x = S˜x + 1 − P˜x in matrix algebras over C
∗(S) = C∗(T ) as in [CET12], where the
one without a tilde correspond to the family S while the ones with a tilde correspond
to the family T . From the matrix (UT0 )
−1 we see that what we need to show is that
[Ux]1 = [U˜x]1.
In [CET12] we have the following definitions:
L+v =
{
(e, i)
∣∣ e ∈ E1u,−, r(e) = v, 1 ≤ i ≤ −xs(e)} ∪ {(v, i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ xv} ,
L−v =
{
(e, i)
∣∣ e ∈ E1u,−, r(e) = v, 1 ≤ i ≤ xs(e)} ∪ {(v, i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ −xv} ,
L˜+w =
{
(f, k)
∣∣ e ∈ E1u,−−, r(e) = w, 1 ≤ k ≤ −xs(f)} ∪ {(w, k) | 1 ≤ k ≤ xw} ,
L˜−w =
{
(f, k)
∣∣ e ∈ E1u,−−, r(e) = w, 1 ≤ k ≤ xs(e)} ∪ {(w, k) | 1 ≤ k ≤ −xw} ,
for v ∈ E0u,− and all w ∈ E
0
u,−−. Since xmj+1 = xmj+3 = xmj+4 = 0, neither any of the
edges d2, e1, e2, f1, f2, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10 nor any of the vertices v1, w1, w3, w4 will
appear in any such pair. It is clear that L+v = L˜
+
v and L
−
v = L˜
−
v for all v ∈ E
0. Also we
see that L+wi = ∅ = L˜
−
wi
for i = 3, 4. The substitutions v2 7→ w2, e3 7→ f3 and e4 7→ f4
will define canonical bijections from L+vi to L˜
+
wi
and from L−vi to L˜
−
wi
, for i = 1, 2.
Thus the size of Ux and U˜x is the same. We want to show that [Ux]1 = [U˜x]1. Since
[U−x]1 = −[Ux]1 and [U˜−x]1 = −[U˜x]1, we may assume that xu = xmj ≥ 0. With a slight
abuse of notation, we let z denote the diagonal matrix of this matrix algebra having z as
all diagonal entries. Using the definitions and matrix units from [CET12], we see that
zUxz
∗ − U˜x =
∑
1≤i≤xu
( (
zt∗e3z
∗ − s∗f3
)
E[e3,i],〈v2,i〉 +
(
zt∗e4z
∗ − s∗f4
)
E[e4,i],〈v2,i〉
+ (Pw2 − zqv2z
∗)E〈v2,i〉,〈v2,i〉
)
.
Now we see that
zUxz
∗
U˜
∗
x
= 1 + (zUxz
∗ − U˜x)U˜
∗
x
= 1 +
∑
1≤i≤xu
( 4∑
j=3
((
zt∗ejz
∗ − zt∗ejz
∗Pw2
)
E[ej ,i],〈v2,i,〉 +
4∑
k=3
(
zt∗ejz
∗ − s∗ej
)
sekE[ej ,i],[ek,i]
))
.
Note that this is in fact a unitary in Mh(A) of the form 1Mh(A0) + U where U is the
unitary
U = 1Mh(E) +
∑
1≤i≤xu
( 4∑
j=3
((
zt∗ejz
∗ − zt∗ejz
∗Pw2
)
E[ej ,i],〈v2,i,〉 +
4∑
k=3
(
zt∗ejz
∗ − s∗ej
)
sekE[ej ,i],[ek,i]
))
in Mh(E) and h is the number of elements in L
+
x
. Since K1(E) = 0 it follows from
the split exactness of K1 that [zUxz
∗U˜∗
x
]1 = 0 in K1(A). Since the embedding of A
into C∗(S) = C∗(T ) is unital, it follows that [zUxz
∗U˜∗
x
]1 = 0 in K1(C
∗(S)). Thus
[Ux]1 = [U˜x]1 in K1(C
∗(S)). 
By combining the above, we get the following important result.
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Corollary 7.4. Let E be a finite graph with no sources and no sinks satisfying Condi-
tion (K) such that BE ∈ M
+
P(n,Z). Let u be a vertex in E
0 and assume that u belongs
to the block j ∈ P. Then BEu,− ∈M
◦◦◦
P (n+2ej ,Z), and there exist U ∈ SLP(n+2ej,Z)
and V ∈ GLP(n+2ej ,Z) such that the following holds. The matrices U and V are equal
to the identity matrices everywhere except for the j’th diagonal block. All the diagonal
blocks of U and V have determinant 1 except for the j’th diagonal block of V , which has
determinant −1 and (U, V ) is a GLP-equivalence from −ι2ej (−BE) to BEu,−. Moreover,
there exists a P-equivariant isomorphism Φ from C∗(E)⊗K to C∗(Eu,−)⊗K such that
FKR(P; Φ) = FK
s
R(U, V ).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 7.2 that the statement holds if we
say that the P-equivariant isomorphism Φ is induced by such a GLP-equivalence from
−ι4ej (−BE) to −ι2ej (−BEu,−). Let (U1, V1) be the SLP-equivalence from the proof of
Proposition 7.2 and let (U2, V2) be the GLP-equivalence from the proof of Theorem 7.3.
By computing U−12 U1 and V1V
−1
2 we see that these are in fact of the form ι2ej (U) and
ι2ej (V ), respectively, for matrices U ∈ SLP(n+ 2ej ,Z) and V ∈ GLP(n+ 2ej,Z) of the
desired form. 
Theorem 7.5. Let A and A′ be nondegenerate {0, 1}-matrices satisfying Condition (II).
Let X = Prim(OA) and assume that there is a homeomorphism between Prim(OA) and
Prim(OA′), and use this homeomorphism to view OA ⊗ K and OA′ ⊗ K as X-algebras.
Assume that ϕ : FKR(X ;OA⊗K)→ FKR(X ;OA′ ⊗K) is an isomorphism. Then there
exists an X-equivariant isomorphism Φ: OA⊗K→ OA′ ⊗K such that FKR(X ; Φ) = ϕ.
Proof. Step 1: According to Lemma 6.3, we may consider two finite graphs E and
F with no sinks and no sources satisfying Condition (K) such that BE ∈ M
+
P(nE,Z)
and BF ∈ M
+
P(nF ,Z) and then prove the corresponding result for the graph C
∗-alge-
bras C∗(E) and C∗(F ). We choose the block structure in such a way that it is over
the same poset P, and such that the block structures are compatible with the homeo-
morphism between Prim(OA) and Prim(OA′), cf. the discussing right after [ERRS16b,
Definition 4.15].
Step 2: According to Lemma 6.4, we may, moreover, assume that AE and AF have
the same block structure. So we write BE,BF ∈M
+
P(n,Z), for some multiindex n.
Step 3: It follows from [ERRS16b, Section 4.4] and Corollary 4.3 that there exists
a GLP-equivalence (U, V ) from BE to BF such that ϕ = FK
s
R(U, V ).
Step 4: For each i ∈ P with det(U{i}) 6= det(V {i}), we do as follows. Assume that
j ∈ P with det(U{j}) 6= det(V {j}). Let v be a vertex in the component corresponding
to j. Cuntz-splice the graph E at vertex v, and call the new graph E1. Note that
BE1 ∈ MP(n + 2ej,Z). Corollary 7.4 gives us an X-equivariant isomorphism Φ1 from
C∗(E1) ⊗ K to C
∗(E) ⊗ K and a GLP-equivalence (U1, V1) from BE1 to −ι2ej (−BE)
such that FKR(X ; Φ1) = FK
s
R(U1, V1), det(U1{j}) 6= det(V1{j}) and det(U1{j}) =
det(V1{j}) = 1, for all i 6= j. By composing the GLP-equivalences (U1, V1) and (U, V )
and using column and row additions together with Proposition 6.1 in the same way as
in the proof of Lemma 6.4, we see that we may without loss of generality assume that
det(U{i}) = det(V {i}), for all i ∈ P.
Step 5: Consequently, in addition to the assumptions on E and F , we now assume
that det(U{i}) = det(V {i}), for all i ∈ P. Let r be the multiindex where all entries are
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2. Now let U ′, V ′ ∈ SLP(n+r,Z) be given as follows. We obtain U
′ from ιr(U) by inter-
changing the last two rows of each row-block i that satisfies det(U{i}) = −1, and we simi-
larly obtain V ′ from ιr(V ) by interchanging the last two rows of each row-block i that sat-
isfies det(V {i}) = −1. It is now clear that (U ′, V ′) is an SLP-equivalence from −ιr(−BE)
to −ιr(−BF ) and it is also clear that FK
s
R(U, V ) = FK
s
R(U
′, V ′). By using column and
row additions in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.4 together with Proposition 6.1
we see that we get two finite graphs E ′ and F ′ satisfying Condition (K) with no sinks and
no sources such that BE′,BF ′ ∈ M
+
P(n + r,Z) and such that there exist P-equivariant
isomorphisms Ψ from C∗(E)⊗K to C∗(E ′)⊗K and Ψ′ from C∗(F )⊗K to C∗(F ′)⊗K
with FKR(P; Ψ) = FK
s
R(U1, V1) and FKR(P; Ψ
′) = FKsR(U2, V2), where (U1, V1) and
(U2, V2) are SLP-equivalences from −ιr(−BE) to BE′ and from −ιr(−BF ) to BF ′, re-
spectively. Thus by composition, the problem is reduced to lifting the filtered K-theory
isomorphism FKsR(U˜ , V˜ ) induced by an SLP-equivalence (U˜ , V˜ ) = (U2U
′U−11 , V
−1
1 V
′V2)
from BF to BF ′.
Step 6: Now the theorem follows from Proposition 6.1 and [Boy02, Theorem 4.4]. 
We now show how Theorem 7.5 can be used to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let A and A′ be nondegenerate matrices with entries from {0, 1}
satisfying Condition (II). Suppose there exists an isomorphism (κ, ρ) from FKred(OA)
to FKred(OA′). Since ρ is a homeomorphism from Prim(OA) to Prim(OA′), we get
that (OA′ , ρ
−1) is a C∗-algebra over Prim(OA). Now, κ becomes an isomorphism from
FKR(Prim(OA);OA) to FKR(Prim(OA);OA′). By Theorem 7.5, there exists a Prim(OA)-
equivariant isomorphism Ψ: OA ⊗ K → OA′ ⊗ K such that FKR(Prim(OA); Ψ) = κ up
to canonical identification. By construction, Ψ induces ρ. Hence, Ψ: OA⊗K→ OA′⊗K
is an isomorphism such that FKsred(Ψ) = (κ, ρ). 
Theorem 7.6. Let A and A′ be nondegenerate {0, 1}-matrices satisfying Condition (II).
Let X = Prim(OA) and assume that there is a homeomorphism between Prim(OA) and
Prim(OA′), and use this homeomorphism to view OA and OA′ as X-algebras. Assume
that ϕ : FKR(X ;OA)→ FKR(X ;OA′) is an isomorphism that preserves the class of the
unit in K0. Then there exists an X-equivariant isomorphism Φ: OA → OA′ such that
FKR(X ; Φ) = ϕ.
Proof. This follows from Definition 2.2, Theorem 7.5, [ABK14b, Lemma 8.3 and Def-
inition 8.4], and [ERR13c, Theorem 3.3] (by [AMP07, Corollary 7.2], row-finite graph
C∗-algebras have stable weak cancellation property). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. This can be proved in a similar fashion to how Theorem 3.1 was
proved, using Theorem 7.6 instead of Theorem 7.5. 
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